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This article is a continuation of the theory of singular integral operators ini-

tiated by the author and J. D. Pincus in a report [2], and continued subsequently

in [1]. The operators which will be considered here have the form

(Lx)(X)^f(X)x(X) + -.   C {KX)k{lf)m x(p)dp,
™   J a p — A.

where x(X) is an arbitrary function of L2(a,b). The integral is to be interpreted

as a Cauchy principal value, and f(X), k(X), axe to be real valued, of class C2

on [a, ft], such that the functions /'(X) ± k'(X) have only finitely many zeros,

while k(X)>0 almost everywhere. Further, at each zero of f'(X) + k'(X), we

require the corresponding second derivative, f"(k) ± k"(X), to be nonzero (2).

The contents of this paper have some points of contact with recent work of

J. Schwartz [6], in which he analyzes the extent of the essential spectrum of

general singular integral operators by using techniques of the theory of com-

mutative Banach algebras. We consider only a special class of these operators,

but our methods, which are fairly elementary in nature, allow us to obtain a

complete spectral representation in this case. The important observation of

Dr. Pincus that the hypothesis 6.1 of [1] is universally true motivated my search

for a replacement of the lengthy computations of that article, and the main

purpose of the discussion here is to give a concise argument leading to the main

results which we now state(3).

Theorem. The operator L has a purely continuous spectrum which consists of

the interval [a,ß~], a = min {f(X) - k(X)}, ß = max{f(X) + k(X)}. For almost all

real Ç, the spectral multiplicity is the number D$ of connected components

of the open set

{Xe(a,b)\{f(X) - I - k(X)}{f(X) - £ + k(X)}~^< 0}.
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(2) Actually, our techniques remain valid under a large number of hypotheses. For the sake

of simplicity, we restrict the discussion to a simple case.

(3) Added in proof. A similar problem is treated in a paper by J. D. Pincus which appears

in this issue of the Transactions.
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Observe that the multiplicity is tied closely to the change of the argument

of the function

G(X, l) m {/(A) - I - k(X)} {/(A) - I + k(X)}->.

This is of interest in view of the fact that the change of argument of this function

also enters the classical theory of singular integral equations in the discussion

of the index [4].

1. The fundamental solution.   As in [1], we rely mainly on the fundamental

solution

„„   ̂  Í  1   f,     f(p)-l-k(u)    dp \

of the Hubert problem

{/(A) - I + KV} X(X + iO) - {/(A) - / - k(X)} X(X - iO) = 0.

For the convenience of the reader, we list some formulae for E(l,z) and the

related functions,

H(l, A) = £(/, A + iO) - E(l, A - iO),      F(Ç, z) = £(£ + iO, z) - E(£ - iO, z).

(1.1) {/(A)-/ + k(X)}E(l,X + iO) = {/(A) - I - k(X)}E(l,X- iO),

(1.2) {/(A) - /} //(/, A) = - k(X) {£(/, A + iO) + £(/, A - iO)},

(l2 - ly)H(ly,X)H(l2,X)

(1.3) = 2fc(A){£(Z1,A + iO)E(I2,X - iO) - E(lt,X - iO)E(l2,X + iO)}.

With

* fJp)^f-iO + k(p)p-z'

we obtain

(1.4) £(£ + iO, z) m K(É, z) E« - iO, z),

,*   n      If*       f(p)-c:-iO-k(p)   dp
co(S,,z) = - I arg  „„,    \    in , ,T1 ^~»     *(&z) = expo>(£,z),

(1.5) RR(tz)-\FiU) = m + W'Z) + m ~ Í0'Z)'

1 (R(f,z2) + 1     B(£,zt) +11 -

= {£(£ + iO,Zy)E(Ç - iO,z2) - Etf - iO,Zy)E(^ + iO,z2)}.

With our restrictive assumptions about/(A), k(X), the fonction R(Ç,z) is, for

each fixed real {, a rational fonction of z. For a < í; < ß (a = min{/(A) — k(X)},

ß = max{f(X) + k(X)}),
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R(£,z) = g(£,z)/c(£,z),

where c(*;,z), g(Ç,z) axe relatively prime polynomials in z, with real coefficients

and of the same degree, which we denote by B{. If r1(l;),---,rD((c;) axe the roots

of c(i„z) and s¿£),---,sD££) the roots of g(c\,z), then the expression for co(i;,z)

shows that we can number these roots, so that

(1.7) a ï Sl(0 < n({) < s2(0 < r2(Z) < ». < sDs(0 < rD((0 Z b.

We also note that both c(£,z) and g(Ç,z) have leading coefficient 1.

At this stage we apply the suggestion of Dr. Pincus and we replace the argument

of §7 of [1] by using a partial fraction decomposition of the coefficient of F(c;,z)

in formula (1.5). This will readily lead to the verification of hypothesis 6.1 of

[1]. From (1.7), one easily deduces

Lemma 1.1. For each fixed l;e(a,ß), the roots A/<¡;) of the equation

R(£,z) = 1 are all simple and contained in the interval (a,b). The number of

roots is D?— 1.

In fact, the roots of R(<j;,z) = 1 coincide with the roots of the polynomial

Q(í,z) = c(Ç,z) — g(Ç,z) of degree D( — 1. The location of these roots can be

obtained by an examination of

c(t,z)    M*-nK)

for real values of z. They can be numbered so that they satisfy

a^s1(0<rí(¿:)<X1(0<s2(0<r2(0<m) < - <¿d(-í(0

(L8) <sD((l;)<rDt(Ç)Sb.

Thus we have R(£,A,(£)) = 1, or c(C,Xj(0) - gfll.A/ö). It is also not difficult
to conclude that

dR     . fm _ g'(Ç,Xj(®)-c'(c:,Xj(<;))
dz^'W» c(C,Xj(0)

is negative. We now set

a/0-(-l)/A'(W/0)
and

*o--|JVS:j:£:iS*'/OO-É-jO-r-fcOO'

By taking the pole at infinity into consideration, we find that the function

*«,z)+l   _ -  i_i_ _ y      a/0    |

R(£,z)-1 U«)      7   z-Xtf)]

is independent of z. Hence
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l[K(¿,z2) + l     R(l;,zy)+1

2\R(t,z2) - 1     R(Ç,Zy)- 1

(1.9)

-(Z2   Zl)U(0+ i
(z^A/OKra-Jl/O)/-

This formula contains the verification of hypothesis 6.1 of [1].

In order to continue, we shall subdivide the interval [a,/?] as follows. We

consider disjoint open subintervals /v, v = 1, -•-,JV of [a,/?], such that

(1.10) [«,/*] = U   ;v>
v = l

(1.11) telv and f =/(A) ± fe(A) -»/'(A) ± &'(*) * 0,

the roots s/£),r/£) can be defined as continuous functions for all £ e/,,

such that (1.7) holds almost everywhere in /v.

Our hypotheses on /(A), fe(A) allow us to find intervals /„ of this nature. An

equality s/<j;) = r,(£) in (1.12) can then only occur if /(s/£)) - £ - fc(sj(^))

=/(s/0) - £ + fc(s/0) = 0. Thus k(sj(¿:)) = 0 and /(s/£)) = 5 at such points.
By our hypothesis, the set

iV = {Ae[a,b]|fc(A) = 0}

is of measure zero. Since the function/(A) is absolutely continuous, the set f(N)

also has measure zero. Since we had/(s/O) = £, k(Sj(Ç)) = 0 for the exceptional

points Ç of Iv, this exceptional set lies in f(N) and thus is of measure zero. Since

the Sj(Ç), rj(Ç) are roots of the equations £ =/(A) ± k(X), they will even be of

class C2 on /v. Further, since the first and second derivatives of the functions

/(A) ± k(X) never vanish simultaneously, these roots will satisfy a uniform Holder

condition with exponent \ on /v. This follows from the elementary fact, obtained

by the use of Taylor's theorem, that if h(X) is of class C2 on an interval, with

h'(X) * 0 and | h"(X) | = M > 0, then

\h(Xy)~h(X2)\^~   (Xy~X2)2

on that interval. With the aid of this discussion, together with the expression

for co(i),z), we immediately deduce

Lemma 1.2. For each fixed z£\_a,b~\, the function co(t;,z) is Holder con-

tinuous for — oo < £ < oo and vanishes outside the interval (a,ß).

With £e/v, we shall denote the roots of R(¡;,z) = 1 by X¡ „(<!;), j = 2,—,D(,

v = 1,-..,JV. For all £e/v off our exceptional set of measure zero, D^ will be con-

stant. We introduce the functions
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lo,

lo,

(-l)/R'(U,,v(S)),  íely,

1/A(Ç),  Hei,,

i* Ir

Thus, almost everywhere in Iv, (1.9) becomes

(1.9')

1 \R(Lz2)+ 1     R(Lzj) + 1|
2U(i,z2)-l     R(^,Zl)-l|

■fa-^^^i.,-w-W
We now turn to

Lemma 1.3.    For almost all £e/v, the functions F(£, ^„(¿j) ± ¿0) vanish.

Proof.   By the formula in §9 of [1, p. 59],

«w-     e«'z)
W{,l)î({,!))"' ^{¿J^lGfcOlA).

where g(^, z) = c(^, z) — g(£, z), as before, and G(X, I) is the expression defined

in the introduction. Hence, by the Plemelj formulae [4;5],

F(Z,Xj¿0 + iO)

at all points |e/v at which the function log\G(Ç,Xj „(£,))\ is defined. Now, off

our exceptional set of measure zero, (1.8) holds, so that G(l;,Xj „(£,)) ̂  0. Further,

if for Çelv, f(Xj_v(O)-Ç + k(XjyV(Ç)) = 0, then, from (1.11) we see that

f(X) — c; + k(X) changes sign at XJv(0- The same conclusion must hold for

f(X) — £ — k(X), since the ratio G(£, X) must remain non-negative for X near

XUM). Hence, also f(XJtY(0) ~ I - fcflWQ) = 0, so that k(XJ¡v(0) = 0. How-
ever, this can never happen off our exceptional set of measure zero. Using the

fact that Q(C,XjfV(t;)) = 0, we obtain our conclusion for F(Ç,XJv(Ç) + iO). The

proof for F(Ç, X¡ „(£) — iO) is similar.

Finally, we mention that from properties of Cauchy integrals [4], one deduces

that E(l,z) has, for fixed l$\a,ß~\, continuous boundary values as z approaches

the real axis from above or below, at all points different from a and b. At a and

b, the function is of order 0(l/(z — a)K), 0(l/(z — b)K), k<\. Furthermore, for

real values of /, both E(l,z) and E~ 1(l,z) axe even bounded. On the other hand,

from Lemma 1.2 and formula (3.5) in [1], it follows that for fixed z$\_a,b~\, the

function E(l,z) has continuous boundary values at all points on the real axis.
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2.   The spectral transformations.    We now define operators RJ>V which are

to act on functions of L2(a,b). We set

(Ry,vh)(t) - -Jim    ¿J (3^)   {#« + M - #« - ¿<M)} *(W

,„ «,«     ..  /,.     1 fV^.v(QV/2ff(g+iô,x)-S(ç-is,x)Ufn„\ ...CR^XO- -tan (hm 5- Ja(^-j   -_-___A(A)dAJ,/è2.

With these definitions, we shall now prove

(ay,M))ll2m,Z)E(l,z)on R    í_Jííil_l - -(
(z.ij Kl-v|(2fc(A))1/2(A-z)j " Ê-/

,~~       p  f    #(u)    1     (^(0)i/2^.g)£az)      />2
^ Kj* \(2k(X)Y>2(X - z)j ' (z - Ay,,(ö)« - /)      ' J==¿'

(2.3) Äl,j^^f) = (aiiV(0)i/^(^,z-),

To prove (2.1), we consider the integral

£(w,DE(/,z)

>jti   J27ii  J C — z
d£ = E(w,z)E(l,z)-l,

where the path of integration passes around a cut from a to b along the real

axis, in a clockwise direction. In the limit, the left side of the equation becomes

^- f {E(w,X-iO)E(l,X+iO) - E(w,X + iO)E(l,X-iO)} (X-z)~ldX

w - I   C" H(w,X)H(l,X)

2ni     )„    2k(X)(X-z)

where we have used (1.3). Thus we have

„_. 1    f   fí(w,X) H(l,X)        ,, 1      fe,,.p„   ,     ,,
(2-5)       Wi 1 (2¿F (2fc(A))^(A-2)dA = ^ {«•.^ft«)- !>•

Consequently,

and formula (2.1) is established.

We turn next to (2.2). In this case we have
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h <f ff'Pw'ÍV = T^—Ml^^w^-E^^E^z)}2m  J   (Ç-Zy)(Ç-z) zy- z

■J   f»   H(w,X)H(l,X)

i    Ja2k(X)(X-z)(X-Zy)i

w- /

27t

(from 1.3) so that

Ñ(w,X)H(l,X)—   I"
27ti    Ja

dA
2fe(A)(A-z)(A-Zl)

(2.6) .

= (Zl-z)(w-l){E{l'2l)£^'¿l) ~ W»*****»*)-

Consequently,

f       fl(U)       |
*J>i(2k(A))i'2(A-z)j

- (z -t;li« - omz)m -io'2) -m+io>f))
+ E&Xj.J® + iO)F(t,X}¿C) - iO)}.

Since F(Ç,XJtV(Ç)-iO) = 0 almost everywhere on /„, we obtain the required

result.

To establish (2.3), we consider

1   AW'Qjr- F(l\\    1        *     Ç"H(l,X)

Thus

and

^JÇWfJ = iaiÁ0y,2 F(Ul

Finally, to prove (2.4), we consider

è j (r-Ez)tzy)«   = ¿i»-«

J_   f»      //(/,A)
" 2«i )a(X-z)(X-Zy)    •

Thus

and
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Since F(t¡, Xj^ö — 10) = 0, we have the required result.

3. The isometry.   In this section, we shall consider the linear manifold in

L2(a,b) spanned by the functions

(3.1) H(U)(2k(X)y'2(x-zY

We shall show that for any functions h(X), g(X) of this manifold,

(3.2) f h(X)g(X)dX =  S    f (RJiVh)(R~g)d¿:.
Ja j,v     Ja

To do this, we consider

1    I E(w,zl)E(w,z2) dw_  £(/,,, ¿x) £(/,,, z2)   | EQ2,z-i)E(l2,zJ

2ni  J   (w-l,)(w-l2) h-h h~h

where the path of integration passes around a cut from a to ß along the real

axis, in a clockwise direction. In the limit, the left side becomes

¿   f {E^-iO^E^ + iO^-E^ + iO^^E^-iO^^-l^-^-l^-idc;

_1_  r'l ¡R&zJ + l      R(g,z2) + ll F(Ui)F(Lz2)
' 2ni J. 2 Iä«,Zi) - 1       R(^,z2) - 1/   « - Z¿(£- /2)flÇ'

where we have used (1.6). Using (1.9'), we obtain

*i-zi   f'/y fl   ,«.     y ^.v(Q \ F{UùF(Lz2).K
2ni     Ja I v  °1'AC' + Ä£, (zi-AJ>v(ÖXz2-^,v(ö); «-««-/aP

(3-3) ^(/1,z1)£(/1,z2)     E(l2,zl)E(l2,z2)

h-l2 + /,-/,_

We set

P(£,Zl,z2) = E a1>v(£)+    I
^T.v(zi-^.v(0)(z2-A;iV(0) "

From (3.3), we obtain

1     ['. .Edltz¡)FXt,Zi)W2,Z2)Ftí,z2)    ,.
2^J/^'Zl'Z2) «-/i)«-W C

(3.4)
= £(/1)Zl)£(/2,z-2)   fjgfc.zJE&.Za) + l&.zJEfla.zJj

Zj - z2 I /i - /2 h - h J"

Now we observe that
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(3.5) E(!,z) = l/E(/,z).

Thus the right side of (3.4) finally becomes

<3-6>     ?-ttti-nW"z¿ E{-¡2> *¿ - E<!» zi) E^ ~2^-
(Zl -    Z2)   (<1    -    il)

However, if we compare (3.6) with formula (2.6), we obtain

•»       H(l2,X)H(ly,X) ..        f    „,, ^My,Zy)F(^,Zy)E(i2,Z2)F(^,Z2)d£,nr, f     H(l2,X)H(ly,X) ,,_['. ,
M]a 2k(X)(X-Zy)(X-z2)dÀ=)x  *&*•'* (£-Ji)«-/2)

Formula (3.7), together with (2.1), (2.2) and the expression for P(t¡,Zy,z2) proves

the assertion (3.2).

4. The bounded operators P and Q. Since the linear manifold spanned by the

elements {1/(A — z)} is dense in L2(a,b), it is not difficult to conclude from the

properties of E(l,z), stated at the end of §1, and from formulae (1.1), (1.2), that

the linear manifold spanned by the functions (3.1) is dense in L2(a,b). From

(3.2), we conclude that all of the operators Rj v are bounded, with norm ^ 1

on this manifold. Consequently, each PJjV possesses a unique bounded extension

Pj v, defined on all of L2(a,b), with norm = 1. Further, from (3.2) we obtain

the relation

(4.1) (x,y) =  I (Pj,vx,PJiVy)
J v

for all x,yeL2(a,b).

Observing that

(4.2) \(*>Pj.J>\*\*\\rJ.M*\*\\yl

for x e L2(/v), y e L2(a, b), we see that for each fixed x e L2(/v), (x,PJvy) is a bound-

ed linear functional on L2(a, b). By the Riesz representation theorem, this func-

tional may be represented in the form

(4.3) (x.Py.vlO = (Qj,yX,y),

where QjvxeL2(a,b). The norm of this functional is ||gJvx||. Since (4.2) pro-

vides the bound || x | for this functional, we get

(4-4) \\Qhïx\\ Ï \\x\\.

In this way we define the bounded linear operators Q,jy on L2(/v). They have

norm _ 1. In view of (4.3) and (4.1), we have

(4.5) (x, y)=H (QjiVPJ¡vx, y)=(l Qj,vPj,yx, y)
J,v W.v /

for all x,yeL2(a,b). This relation immediately implies
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(4.6) 1   =   I Qj,vPj v.

Observe, further, that (4.3), (2.1), (2.2) imply the relations

a-*   f*   R^k>   tn  VJVii      ^(a^^numz)
(4-7)    )a(2k(X)yi2(X-ziQ^gmdX - - J,-ri-^^

J« (2k(X)yi2(X-z) Jx     (z - X] V(0W -1)

5. The orthonormality relations.   In this section, we shall prove that

(5-1) Rm,nQn,v = <5mn,«av'l>

where ômn-uy = 0 whenever either m i= n or p # v, while ömmpp = 1. We first discuss

the case m = 1. For this, we take the identity (4.7), multiply by — z, and let

z -> 00. Then one can readily see that

(5.2) lim  -zF(U)= -A(0,
z-*oo

(5.3) lim E(l,z) = 1.
z~* CO

Hence we get

(5-4)        [m$riQi'8Km=I/f^r*0*
If we apply the Plemelj formulae, we get

1   ÇbH(Ç + iô,X)-H(l;-iô,X),„

- !™ su.—wwT2-(ßi.*)w
(5.5) = Ir.iOWO)1^«),

where Xi.. is the characteristic function of /„. Thus

(5.6) (Ä^ßi,*)«) - XiÁOiai^Qy'HAWr'YO.

The right side is zero for p ^ v, because the supports of Xiv and c^ „ then lie in

different intervals. However, for p = v, a1>v(f) = l/.<4(£), ¿;e.Iv, so that

(Ki.vôi .«?)(£) = <?(£)• This proves (5.1) for the case m = n = 1.

We turn now to the cases where m = 1, n # 1. Here we multiply the identity

(4.8) by — f. Because

(5.7) lim f«,f) = 0,

we obtain

(5-8)      r(2w^(^^(^=o-
Hence, we must conclude that (Rx „ß;>vg)(<!;) = 0,j¿ 1.
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Next, we treat the cases where m,n^l. Here we apply the Plemelj formulae

to (4.8), to obtain

_ ,.       J_ rbH(c: + iô,X)-H(c:-iô,X)/

™+27riJa (2k(X)Y'2(X-z)
'-(Qn¡yg)(X)dX

(5.9) =  - \ (|=A^-F(c,z-)g(0{É(í + iO,z) + E(l - iO,z)}

F(Lz)    rß(anv(n))ll2F(n,z)

2ni   )x(z-xn¿n))(n-C)
g(n)dr¡.

However, using (1.5), we can write the right side in the form

1 (an,v(0)ll2m,z) + l
-F(£,z)F(Z,z)g(0

2 z-X„.v(Om,z)-i

F(t;,z)   [ß(aM)ll2F(n,z)

L (z-xn.
g(n)dn.

2ni    h(2-K.M)(n-®

Again, by the formula in §9 of [1],

(5,o) «MM-dfflrgr
With {e/„, we now let z-+XmJ£)-iO in (5.9). Since F(i\, Xm^) - iO) = 0,

we obtain

K«    M«      1   ÇbH(i; + iô,X)- H(!;-iô,X),„

(6(^z))2(fln,v(g))i/2g(0

c{t,î)g{Z,t){t-KÂÏÏf "'

where we have made use of the expression which precedes formula (1.9). We

can now compute (Rm^Qn,vg)(0> by multiplying both sides of (5.11) by (amil(0)112-

Of course, if p ^ v, then (Pmj/l8„iVg')(0 will be zero since the support of a„¡v(0 is

contained in Iv. Thus we have established (5.1) for p^v. Since Q(£,XmtV(£,)) = 0,

one can also easily establish that (Pm,vô„vg)(0 = 0 for m # n. Finally for

m = n, p = v, we get

«i«             .a   o   ,vn     («n.v(^))2(8,(^in,v(0))2g(0
(5.12) (*.,,&.,*)«) = -(c(í,A,iV«)))2-•

However,
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a    ÎF\  = «#,¿».,(0)
a»-*w " c'(t,xn¿C))-g'(t,K,M)Y

ß'(£A.,Ci)) = t'«.UÖ) - í'(Í.UO).

Hence (R„;Vß„,v<?)(0 = «?(£)> and formula (5.1) is established for this case.

In order to discuss the case n = 1, m # 1, we apply the Plemelj formulae to

(4.7) to obtain

¿-o«. 2niJa

H(H + iô,X)-H(t;-iô,X).n     ......

(5.13) _   _,„    ,«w

(2k(X)Y'2(X - z)

-(fll.v(o)1/2f«,í)^(/,z)í(o

Now we let z^Xmp(i,) — iO. However, since F(Ç,Xmtlt(cl) + iO) = 0, we must

have (Rm>/1ßi,v,?)(£) = 0. This completes the proof of (5.1).

6. The identity of the operators R and P. In § 5, we established that the operator

Rj v which we defined in §2, can be applied to any element in the range of an

operator ßm>r However, in (4.6), we saw that every xeL2(a,b) may be written

in the form x = E,-,,, QjvPjvx.

With this equation and the orthonormality relations, we immediately deduce

Theorem 6.1. The operators RJv are defined for all elements xeL2(a,b)

and Rj v = P¡ „.

Corollary. The operators ßJ>voPy-v are orthogonal projections defined on

L2(a,b), with mutually orthogonal ranges.

7. The spectral representation of the operator L. In order to see that we have a

spectral decomposition of our operator L, we shall first show that

H(l,X) ) IH(1,X) (2k(X)Y'2E(l,z)I H(l,X) \
K'A}      ^\(2k(X)yi2(x-z) ] (2k(X)Y'2(X - z) X - z

We begin by considering the function

(7.2) <H0--±-f2M.-&7.
V V 27tiJfl  p-z   p - C

Then we have

(7.3) G(X + iO) - G(X - iO)  = *Wl*Lt Xe(a,b),
À— Z

If    H(l,p)      , 1     f      E(l,w)

E(l,z)-E(l,Q

This implies
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cU + iq + GCl-W) = «■'* + «>> + *<■*-«» -2 4M
X — z X — z

(7.5)
dp

"   7tl   Jfl    p-Z   p A"

Hence

/(¿)
(H(U) 1    |  fc(A)   rbH(l,p)    i

i(A-z)J ni    Jfl p-z  p

= M-W.X) + ^-{E(l,X + iO) + E(l,X-iO)} - 2k{f{l'z)
À — z À — Z À     z

_ IH(1,X)      2k(X)E(l,z)

X — z X — z

where we have used (1.2). (7.1) now follows from this last expression.

Next, we shall verify the formulae

nm      R   r  í     #(*>*> \ ét(aUO)ll2F(^,z)E(l,z)
(Lb) Ky„L    ((2fc(1)) 1/2(A _z)]     - £_J

ms       p    r   f        H(l,X)        \        _   IKagOV'2F(Ç,z)E(l,z)
a.,)     */.v^(2fc(A))1/2(A_z)j- (z-^CöXi-o   '       } = ¿-

In fact, using (7.1), (2.1), and (2.3), we get

R   L f       g(U>       1
1,v    i(2k(A))1/2(A-z)|

_ _ '(-..K))^«.^(U)   .  (ai^„m

which yields (7.6). Using (7.1), (2.2), (2.4), we get

Kj^\(2k(X)y'2(x-z)j

l(aj,v(Oy'2F(¿:,z)E(l,z)      (agt:)yi2 F(U)E(l,z)

(z-A,,v(£))(¿-/) z-A;,v(í) >J = ¿'

which proves (7.7).

Since both Rj v and L are bounded operators (cf. [3]), we now have

Theorem 7.1.   For each h eL2(a,b), (RJiVLh)(0 = £(/?, v/i)(£).

Corollary.   The projections QJvPJv commute with the operator L.

In fact, if h(X) = (Q},vg)(X), then
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(Pm,,Lh)(0   =   «P.,..*)«)   =   ttPrn.ßj vg)(H)

= «*■*,, ■ i • g)(0.

On the other hand,

Lh =   I Qm,pPm,pLh.
m,fi

It follows that Lh = QjyyPJtVh, so that the range of Q¡ „ is invariant under L.

From these results and the fact that A(Ç) > 0 almost everywhere on [a,/?]

(cf. [1, §4]), the main theorem stated in the introduction follows immediately.
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